Although localization of sound in elevation is believed to depend on spectral cues, it has been shown with human listeners that the temporal features of sound can also greatly affect localization performance. Of particular interest is a phenomenon known as the negative level effect, which describes the deterioration of localization ability in elevation with increasing sound level and is observed only with impulsive or short-duration sound. The present study uses the gaze positions of domestic cats as measures of perceived locations of sound targets varying in azimuth and elevation. The effects of sound level on localization in terms of accuracy, precision, and response latency were tested for sound with different temporal features, such as a click train, a single click, a continuous sound that had the same frequency spectrum of the click train, and speech segments. In agreement with previous human studies, negative level effects were only observed with click-like stimuli and only in elevation. In fact, localization of speech sounds in elevation benefited significantly when the sound level increased. Our findings indicate that the temporal continuity of a sound can affect the frequency analysis performed by the auditory system, and the variation in the frequency spectrum contained in speech sound does not interfere much with the spectral coding for its location in elevation.
INTRODUCTION
The mammalian binaural system relies on interaural time (ITDs) and level (ILDs) differences across the two ears to determine the sound location in azimuth (see review, Tollin and Yin 2009). In contrast, sound localization in elevation is based on spectral cues related to the direction-dependent acoustic filtering properties of the head and the pinnae (Gardner and Gardner 1973; Hebrank and Wright 1974) . Due to the small size of the mammalian pinnae, the important spectral cues are largely above 7 kHz, and there are striking similarities between the transfer functions measured with humans (Roffler and Butler 1968; Shaw 1974; Bronkhorst 1995; King and Oldfield 1997; Carlile and Delaney 1999) and with cats (Musicant et al. 1990; Rice et al. 1992) .
In agreement with the spectral cue theory is the finding that sound stimuli that have relatively flat and broad frequency spectra, such as white noise, are easier to localize than sound stimuli with narrower spectra, such as tones and narrow-band noise (Roffler and Butler 1968; Martin and Webster 1987; Middlebrooks 1992; Tollin et al. 2013) because the former allows a better representation of the spectral features associated with elevational locations. The fact that cats indeed use spectral notches is supported by behavioral studies using paired noise bursts (May and Huang 1996) and auditory illusions (Tollin and Yin 2003) .
However, the fact that spectral cues dominate localization in elevation does not mean that temporal features of the sound have no influence. Localization of an impulsive or short-duration sound in the medial sagittal plane has been shown to deteriorate with increasing sound level for humans (Hartmann and Rakerd 1993; Inoue 2001; Macpherson and Middlebrooks 2000; Vliegen and Van Opstal 2004) and cats (Gai et al. 2013 ). This observation is termed as a negative level effect. Interestingly, although both clicks and broadband noise have relatively flat and broad spectra, this effect is observed with clicks but not with noise. Brungart and Simpson (2008) further tested with human subjects the localization of what they called a random-phase click train, which was constructed by fixing the amplitude of the frequency spectrum of a click train and randomizing its phase. The resulting random-phase stimulus has a continuous time waveform similar to that of a noise. No negative level effect was observed with this random-phase stimulus when vertical polar errors were measured.
The present study evaluated the localization performance of domestic cats in terms of accuracy, precision, and response latencies over a large range of sound levels. Besides noise and click-like stimuli, we also tested human speech segments with our cats. It has been shown, for both free-field and virtual-space speech sound, that human listeners can localize well in azimuth, except when front-and-back judgments are required, but are worse in elevation (Begault and Wenzel 1993; Gilkey and Anderson 1995; Best et al. 2005) . However, the level effect has not been systematically examined for speech sound, which is one of the main focuses of this study. Furthermore, in agreement with our previous study (Gai et al. 2013) , we show that the flatness of sound-source spectrum is not a major factor that determines localization in elevation.
METHODS

Subjects and experimental setup
Four adult female cats were implanted with stainless steel coils (S170012A7-FEP, 137 Alan Baird Industries, Ho-Ho-Kus, NJ) for the eyes under aseptic surgical conditions. The coils were threaded subcutaneously and connected to connectors that were embedded in the dental acrylic cap on the skull. More details on the surgeries can be found in Populin and Yin (1998) . All surgical and experimental procedures were approved by the University of Wisconsin Animal Care and Use Committee and the National Institutes of Health.
The behavioral experiment was conducted in a dimly lit sound-attenuated chamber (2.2×2.5×2.5 m). The eye coil was connected to a magnetic search coil system that enabled the vertical and horizontal components of the eye movements to be monitored with a resolution of G1°. Speakers (RadioShack 4-in. Super Tweeters, model 40-1310B; Fort Worth, TX) and LEDs (2.0-mm-diameter red light emitting diodes, λ max =635 nm) were placed in the frontal hemifield between ±50°in azimuth and ±30°in elevation. The 17 speakers included a central speaker (0°, 0°), six speakers in the horizontal plane, six speakers in the sagittal plane, and four speakers along the diagonals (±20°, ±20°). Speakers were hidden from view by a black translucent cloth. At the center of each speaker, an LED was suspended which, when illuminated, could be easily seen through the cloth. A Tucker-Davis Technologies III system was used for stimulus generation and data collection.
Behavioral paradigm and acoustic stimuli
Cats were trained by operant conditioning with food reward. Eye coils were calibrated with a behavioral procedure (Populin and Yin 1998) that relied on the natural instinct of the cat to look at a light source that suddenly appears in the visual field. The output of the coil system was recorded when the eye assumed a stationary position at the end of movements to known locations. The vertical and horizontal components of eye positions were fit separately with linear equations. The coefficients obtained from the fitting procedure were used to convert the voltage output of the coil system to degrees of visual angle.
All cats had participated in previous auditory and visual tasks for more than a year. No specific training was found necessary for the present study. Cats performed the experiment with their heads unrestrained. A feeding tube was attached to the head post. In each trial, the cat was required to fixate an LED presented from straight ahead (0°, 0°) and maintain gaze fixation within the acceptance window for a variable period of time (600-1,000 ms). Immediately after the LED was extinguished, a target sound was presented by 1 of the 17 speakers. The cat was required to make a gaze saccade to the perceived location of the target. If within 2,000 ms following the offset of the LED, the gaze entered a specified acceptance window (±13°, ±13°) around the target location and remained there for ≥650 ms, the cat was given a food reward. In the rare case when a reward was given during stimulus presentation, the stimulus would be truncated at the time of the reward. Data were analyzed regardless of whether a reward was received. Trials presented in this study were randomly mixed with other types of trials (e.g., random-noise or visual-target trials) so that the cat could not predict the upcoming trial.
Several types of stimuli were used as target sounds, which are shown in the figures above each corresponding condition. The click train had an overall duration of 550 ms, consisting of five 40-μs clicks with 110-ms inter-click intervals (Fig. 1, top inset) . We chose this value following Hartmann and Rakerd (1993) , but reduced the number of clicks from eight to five so that no click train was truncated at the time of a food reward (≥650 ms). To create the randomphase stimulus, a Fourier Transform was first applied to the click train. The amplitude of the frequency spectrum was fixed when the Inverse Fourier Transform was performed, while the phase of the transform was randomized (Brungart et al. 2008) . The phase randomization produced a signal with the same frequency content (theoretically broad and flat) as the click train but a continuous temporal structure (Fig. 2B, inset) . A 5-ms cos 2 ramp was applied to the beginning and the end of the random-phase stimulus.
No ramp was applied to the click train following Hartmann and Rakerd (1993) , although ramps were applied to the click trains used by Brungart and Simpson (2008) . We chose not to have the ramp so that more direct comparisons can be made with the single-click stimulus (Fig. 5, top inset) , which was just a single 40-μs click presented when the fixation LED was turned off.
Two female-speaker speech tokens truncated from standard Hearing in Noise Test (HINT) sentences were used in the study. The first sentence segment ("Her shoes") was 680-ms long (Fig. 6, top left) . The second token ("A boy fell from") was 1-s long (Fig. 6 , top right). Note that on some trials, the sentence actually played out could be shorter if the animal responded quickly and received a reward before the end of stimulus presentation but not sooner than 650 ms. The second speech was further tested with only the first 500 ms ("A boy") to examine the duration effect on localization of speech.
The sound level varied over a large range for each stimulus condition. Data will be presented as a parameter of sound attenuation with one measurement of the actual sound level at a certain attenuation value (Hartmann and Rakerd 1993) . When the attenuation was set to 10 dB, the peak value of the sound-pressure meter (Extech Instruments; C-weighting) read 54.7, 64.5, 59.1, and 57.4 dB SPL, for the click train (550 ms), the random-phase stimulus (550 ms), the speech token #1 (680 ms), and the speech token #2 (1,000 ms), respectively.
Data analysis
Horizontal and vertical gaze positions were determined separately by a velocity criterion (Populin and Yin 1998; Tollin et al. 2005) . The beginning of the gaze movement was marked as the point in time when steady fixation ended, i.e., when the magnitude of the velocity exceeded 2 standard deviations (SDs) of the mean velocity (near zero) computed during the initial steady fixation. The latency was computed as the time when the fixation of the gaze ended, which was also when the gaze movement began, relative to beginning of the target. The final gaze position (examples shown in Fig. 1A ) was determined at the time when the magnitude of the velocity returned to ≤2 SDs of the baseline mean velocity. For most of the subjects, a saccade was considered valid and included in the analysis only when the beginning of gaze movement occurred within 600 ms after stimulus onset, even though later responses could still trigger a reward. An exception had to be made for cat 39, which will be discussed later with the localization of speech data. For trials with no saccade, the start and the end of the "saccade" were chosen to be 200 and 600 ms, respectively, to get a final gaze position for that trial (usually close to 0°); those trials were excluded in computing the response latency.
The localization performance was measured by comparing the actual gaze shift with the motor error (see Tollin et al. 2005 for details). The motor error was the difference between the target-in-space position and initial gaze positions at the time when the target was turned on (Fig. 1B, x-axis). For most trials, the gaze motor error was nearly equivalent to the position of the target in space since the animal was initially fixating at or near (0°, 0°). A linear function was fit to the data separately for the azimuthal and/or the elevational components of target locations (Fig. 1B , straight lines). Sound localization accuracy was measured by the slope of the function, which was referred to as the gain (Tollin et al. 2005) . A gain of 1.0 indicates that, on average across all trials and target positions, the cat locates the targets to actual positions, while gains G1.0 indicate that target locations are underestimated. Gains were computed along both dimensions for the central and the four diagonal Each horizontal bracket indicates a significant decrease in the gain relative to the maximum (pG0.01). For cat 36 and cat 38, the data at each sound level had N976 trials across all locations. For cat 33, no data was obtained at the lowest sound level, and N ranged from 19 to 133 trials at other levels.
speaker locations. Only the horizontal gain was computed for targets in the horizontal plane, and only vertical gain for targets in the sagittal plane. Standard statistical bootstrapping techniques (Efron and Tibshirani 1986) were used to obtain an estimate of the 95 % confidence intervals of the gain.
Using the empirical data set, the standard deviation of the residuals of the fitted function was computed to measure the distribution of behavioral responses about the mean gain. This value, referred to as δ, provides a numerical estimate of the precision (or consistency) of the localization responses (see also Moore et al. 2008) . Bootstrapping was also used to obtain an estimate of the 95 % confidence intervals of δ.
RESULTS
Localization performance with click stimuli, including the click train, its random-phase version, and the single click obtained with three cats (cats 33, 36, and 38), will be presented first, followed by performance with speech segments obtained with two cats (cats 38 and 39).
Temporal features can greatly affect localization in elevation Figure 1 shows examples of the localization performance obtained at three sound levels with the click train for cat 38. At the lowest sound level (90-dB attenuation), final gaze positions generally clustered to the left of the front center or at the lower right corner (Fig. 1A, left) , indicating that the cat was unable to localize the sound for most of the trials. The failure of localization is further reflected when gaze shifts are plotted against motor errors (Fig. 1B,  left) . The slopes of the fitted lines are very shallow for both azimuth and elevation, corresponding to nearzero gains. There was also a large variation in the responses, as quantified by large values of δ. Since we did not do a detection task, it is unclear whether or not the cat could hear the sound at all.
At an intermediate sound level (45-dB attenuation), the final gaze positions were close to the actual target positions along both azimuthal and elevational axes (Fig. 1A, middle) . Gains were close to 1 and δ values were generally small (Fig. 1B, middle) . However, as the sound level further increased (10-dB attenuation), although the azimuthal performance remained relatively unaffected, the perceived elevational locations of the targets were compressed towards the horizontal plane (Fig. 1A, right) . Correspondingly, the elevational gain for the click train with a 10-dB attenuation decreased to 0.14 ( Fig. 1B, right) , almost as bad as when the attenuation was 90 dB (Fig. 1B,   left) . In summary, a profound negative level effect was observed for localization of the click train varying in elevation. Figure 2A summarizes the gain values obtained with the same click train for three cats. For targets in azimuth (blue), localization gain increased with sound level and stayed close to 1 (i.e., accurate localization) at high levels. Horizontal brackets indicate significant decreases in the gain compared with the maximum gain. Although for cat 38, there was a significant decrease of horizontal gain at the highest sound level, the gain was actually closer to 1 and the performance was thus more accurate (i.e., there was less overshooting) at the highest sound level. Localization in elevation (red) showed profound negative level effect for all three cats, although the optimal sound level at which the highest gain was achieved (marked by the starting point of the brackets) varied with individual subjects. In contrast, when the phase of the same click train was randomized after a Fourier Transform, the localization pattern in elevation changed dramatically-the negative level effect was no longer observed at high sound levels (Fig. 2B) , although there was statistical significance in the change of both horizontal and vertical gains for cat 36.
The localization gain measures, on average, how far the gaze movement was in the direction of the target localization; trial-by-trial variations were not reflected in this measurement. Figure 3 shows a different measurement, δ, which can be thought of as an inverse indicator of localization precision. A large δ is usually a result of large scatter in the gaze responses, and is unrelated to how close the responses are to the actual target locations. For both the click train (Fig. 3A) and the random-phase stimulus (Fig. 3B ), δ decreased at high sound levels for both azimuthal and elevational measurements, although when a negative level effect was present for the gain, there was a slight increase of δ at very high sound levels (Fig. 3A) . In general, although for the click train the localization gain was low at both very low and very high sound levels, the detection patterns were actually different. At low levels, the sound was either undetected or unlocalizable, and the responses were scattered (e.g., Fig. 1A, leftmost) . At high levels, the azimuthal gaze positions were pinned to the vicinity of the azimuthal target positions, but the elevational movements were compressed, i.e., close to zero (e.g., Fig. 1A, rightmost) .
The response latency also exhibited different patterns for the click train vs. the random-phase stimulus. There was a systematic decrease in the azimuthal latency for the random-phase stimulus (Fig. 4B, blue) , but not as much in the azimuthal latency for the click train (Fig. 4A, blue) or the vertical latency in either case (Fig. 4A, B, red) . Interestingly, the azimuthal latency for the click train remained relatively large and variable even at high sound levels where the azimuthal performance was high (Fig. 4B,  blue) . It appeared that, on some trials, the cat purposely delayed its responses so that its decision can be made based on multiple clicks (inter-click intervals were 110 ms). In general, the latency values obtained with these three cats (cats 36, 38, and 33) were comparable to what was measured in our previous behavioral studies.
To examine the effect of presenting multiple clicks on localization in both azimuth and elevation, the experiment was repeated in two cats using a single click (Fig. 5) . For azimuthal localization, the accuracy was generally lower than the corresponding accuracy for click trains, and a higher sound level was required for the performance to reach a decent level (Fig. 5A, blue) .
The elevational localization was even more affected, with the maximum performance being highly compromised even though a clear negative level effect was also observed (Fig. 5A, red; horizontal brackets) . Similar to what was observed with the click train, the elevational δ was generally small (Fig. 5B, red) , due to compressed elevational responses towards the horizontal plane. The response latency for targets in azimuth (Fig. 5C, blue) was indeed shorter and less variable than what was observed with the click train (Fig. 4A, blue) except at the lowest sound levels for cat 36 (Fig. 5C, left) . Therefore, it was likely that when multiple clicks were presented, the cats purposely waited on some trails to gain more samples before a decision was made.
In summary, negative level effects were observed with the click train and the single click, but not with the random-phase stimulus, even though the click train and the random-phase stimulus had the same broad and flat frequency spectra.
A higher sound level can benefit localization of speech in elevation Figure 6 shows the temporal waveforms (top) and frequency spectra (bottom) of the two speech segments. It is clear that most of the speech energy is below the high-frequency region that is critical for localization in elevation with our cats (i.e., the mid/ high-frequency notches lie between 7 and 15 kHz, as shown by the HRTFs measured in Gai et al. 2013) . Figure 7 shows the localization performance of two cats for speech segment #1 ("Her shoes", 680 ms). Cat 38 generally required a higher range of sound levels to achieve comparable performance as cat 39, which agreed with cat 38's click performance described above (Fig. 2) . Other than that, both cats showed similar patterns. First, their ability to localize speech in azimuth was better than the ability to localize speech in elevation, except for very high sound levels. For cat 39, at the highest sound level (0-dB attenuation), the performances in azimuth and in elevation were essentially the same in terms of localization accuracy and precision (Fig. 7, left column) . For the other cat, the localization in elevation was never as good as in azimuth, especially when precision was considered (Fig. 7B, right) . For both cats, there existed certain sound levels for which the azimuthal gain was about 0.9, whereas the elevational gain was below 0.3.
Second, elevational localization increased significantly with sound level, and no sign of any negative level effect was observed for either cat (Fig. 7A, red) . We are confident in making this conclusion because, when there was the negative level effect, such as with the click trains ( Fig. 2A) , the optimal sound level usually occurred over a small dynamic range (e.g., from 55-to 35-dB attenuation for cat 33, and even (Figs. 2, 3, and 4) . The error bars in A and B are 95 % confidence intervals; the error bars in C are standard deviations. Each horizontal bracket indicates a significant decrease in the gain relative to the maximum (pG0.01).
smaller for cat 36 and cat 38), before the performance quickly deteriorated. In contrast, cat 39's localization gain with speech #1 remained high over a large range (45 dB). It is unlikely that a louder sound will trigger a negative level effect. For cat 38, at 0-dB attenuation, the elevational gain was still notably lower than its horizontal gain. Therefore, we added a louder condition by manually increasing the gain of the TDT Stereo Power Amplifier by 9 dB, which was the highest value allowed by the system. Although it may not be characterized as "uncomfortably loud," when the experimenters listened to the sound, it was clear that normal speech is unlikely to be louder than this. Nevertheless, this increased sound level (referred to as −9 dB attenuation) only improved her elevational gain (Fig. 7A, right, red) .
Last, their response latencies increased systematically with decreased sound level (Fig. 7C) . It should be noted that cat 39 was a somewhat special subject. As was observed in our other experiments using different paradigms (not shown), this cat seems to have lower hearing thresholds and considerably longer response latencies, especially when the task is difficult. Since our lab started using the search-coil technique many years ago, we have been able to apply the 600-ms criterion (see "METHODS") to determine whether a saccade is valid, i.e., if a saccade happens more than 600 ms after the stimulus onset, even though the cat may receive a reward for correct gaze movements, the saccade is not included in the analysis. This criterion seems to work for all of our subjects except cat 39, who frequently shows correct movements significantly later than 600 ms. Therefore, we included saccadic movements up to 1,500-2,000 ms for this subject. 
FIG. 6. Sound waveforms (top) and the
corresponding spectral-temporal modulations (bottom). Speech segment #1, "Her shoes," was 680-ms long. Speech segment #2, "A boy fell from" was 1-s long.
The second speech was further tested with only the first 500 ms ("A boy") to examine the duration effect on localization.
δ values. At the low level (65-dB attenuation), the elevational gain was very low (0.23), and there was trial-by-trial variation (δ = 8.7°). The localization accuracy in azimuth remained high (gain=0.84), but the variation across trials was very large (δ=17.5°). Note that this level (65-dB attenuation) was already 10-dB lower than the lowest tested for the other cat (cat 38), who could not localize in either azimuth or elevation even at 55-dB attenuation.
The second speech segment, "The boy fell from," was 1,000-ms long. Both cats showed very similar performance (Fig. 9, solid lines) to what was observed with the first speech. We further tested cat 39 with only the first half of the speech, "The boy" (Fig. 9, left, dashed lines) . At low sound levels, the accuracy, the precision, and the latencies all turned out to be lower (Fig. 9, left) when the duration was reduced. It is possible that the subject's localization ability in both azimuth and elevation can benefit from combining information over hundreds of milliseconds, with either stationary HRTFs or dynamic HRTFs introduced by possible pinna movements (see "DISCUSSION"). Alternatively, because the fricative "f" provided more high-frequency energy (Fig. 6, right) , the improved performance may be largely due to the added energy rather than temporal integration. To examine the role of temporal integration, a more strict approach would be to simply present the first half of the sentence twice consecutively and see whether or not the performance changes.
It is also possible that the introduction of the fricative "f" provided more high-frequency energy (Fig. 6, right) , which led to the improvement of performance.
In summary, for speech sound, increasing the sound level seemed to always improve localization in elevation without the negative level effect.
DISCUSSION
The negative level effect Hartmann and Rakerd (1993) first brought up the term, the negative level effect, to describe this counterintuitive phenomenon observed with clicks but not with broadband noise. They hypothesized that this effect "arises because the tonotopic excitation pattern is broadened for intense impulsive sounds." The fact that negative level effects occur for short-duration but not long-duration sounds has been generally confirmed, with the exception of Vliegen and Van Opstal (2004) , who also found some negative-level effect for their 100-ms stimulus.
Using an auditory nerve (AN) model that accurately describes many response features of the AN physiology (Zilany et al. 2009 ), our previous simulation study showed that the negative level effect is always predicted even for long broadband noise (Gai et al. 2013) . Note that as a phenomenological model, the model successfully predicts long-term response of the AN fibers, even though no efferent circuit was explicitly simulated. Nevertheless, certain efferent effects may have been missed for the issue we are examining here. Different stimulus paradigms have also been explored to specifically examine the role of peripheral adaptation, which is unable to explain the absence of negative level effect for continuous and long-duration sound (please see Gai et al. 2013 for simulation details.) Note that at low sound levels, spectral notches may not be well encoded either, due to low audibility. Since we focus on the negative level effect that happens at high levels, we have not examined the low-level model performance explicitly.
The present behavioral study confirms the finding that the elevational localization of sound with temporally continuous energy does not suffer from the negative level effect, whereas elevational localization of impulsive sound decreases dramatically with increasing sound level. For both human (Brungart and Simpson 2008) and our cats, randomizing the phase of a click train, resulting in continuous temporal waveforms, diminished the negative level effect. Here, the term "continuous" does not mean that the sound has to be stationary, such as a white noise. Even for speech sound that is highly fluctuating over time, the auditory system is able to maintain its sensitivity to the elevational location at high sound levels. In fact, high sound levels only benefit elevational localization of speech sound.
Apart from the spread of excitation (or so-called tonotopic broadening), firing-rate saturation at the periphery is also likely to cause the negative level effect (Vliegen and Van Opstal 2004) . Specifically, when the sound is loud, the AN firing rate at the notch frequency is high, whereas the firing rates at other non-notch frequencies do not increase much due to firing-rate saturation. This will inevitably flatten the population response. These issues may be reduced at higher auditory centers to counteract the negative level effect. For example, Blackburn and Sachs (1989) showed responses of a transient chopper in the ventral cochlear nucleus to long-duration tones (their Fig. 12 ). The firing rate saturated at high levels for early responses (1 to 10 ms), but not for late responses (1 to 100 ms). Recordings in monkey primary auditory cortex showed that neurons' late responses may even have different frequency tuning than what is obtained during the early part of responses (Fishman and Steinschneider 2009) .
Meanwhile, higher center neurons may have narrow frequency tuning as sound level increases, possibly due to lateral inhibition (Hartmann et al. 2010) . The type O units in the IC indeed show relatively constant response areas with sound level (Davis et al. 2003) . It has also been shown that neurons in the auditory cortex are level tolerant when encoding horizontal and vertical sound locations (Zhou and Wang 2012) . Other physiological studies have demonstrated that certain neurons in the inferior colliculus and the auditory cortex maintain their spatial sensitivity at high sound levels (Irvine and Gago 1990; Miller and Recanzone 2009) , whereas the sensitivity of neurons in the lateral superior olive decreases with sound level (Tsai et al. 2010) , although these studies only examined sound localization in azimuth.
Because cats have mobile ears ), pinna movements may play a role in counteracting the negative level effect for longduration stimulus by acquiring multiple samples of the sound (Thurlow and Runge 1967) . Pinna latencies measured with head-free cats can be as short as 25 ms for targets varying in elevation . Since humans, who normally have immobile ears, have shown similar patterns in most of the studies that examined the negative level effect, it is possible that, when the sound is very long (such as 500 ms), human listeners can move their head to create multiple samples of the HRTFs in a way similar to pinna movements to counteract the negative level effect. Since the pinnae can start moving much sooner than head does, there might be certain durations for which cats show less negative level effect than humans. Indeed, our cats showed no negative level effect for the 164-ms sound in Gai et al. (2013) , whereas humans showed some effect for 100-ms sound (Vliegen and Van Opstal 2004) . Future studies that carefully examine those sensitive values for both cats and humans, or immobilize the pinna during sound localization for cats may provide more insights on this issue.
Localization of speech sound
Normal-hearing humans' localization ability for speech sound has been tested using both free-field and virtual-space techniques, but more often in azimuth than in elevation (Begault and Wenzel 1993; Ricard and Meirs 1994; Gilkey and Anderson 1995; Best et al. 2005) . The front/back confusion measured with speech sound is generally larger than with clicks or noise, though with one exception (Ricard and Meirs 1994) . In addition, the free-field study by Gilkey and Anderson (1995) found larger localization errors with speech than with clicks in elevation, except for one subject whose error with clicks was also big. Two possible explanations were proposed to account for this observation, namely the lack of high-frequency energy contained in speech and the variability of the spectral envelope (Gilkey and Anderson 1995) .
Our localization study with cats demonstrated that the elevational performance for speech sound was largely dependent on the sound level. At least for one cat (cat 39), when the speech sound was loud enough, the elevational localization can be almost as good as the azimuthal localization in terms of accuracy or precision (Figs. 7 and 9, left) . This observation indicated that the variability of the spectral envelope contained in speech sound is unlikely a major factor, which agrees with our previous simulation result that a flat spectrum of the sound source, such as that of a white noise, is not critical for accurate localization in elevation (Gai et al. 2013 ).
Temporal integration vs. "multiple looks"
Based on localization performance using frequency-modulated sweeps, Hofman and van Opstal (1998) hypothesized that the elevation localization system measures spectra on a short time scale of about 5 ms and conducts consecutive short-term analysis of the ongoing information to form "multiple looks." They also showed that when increasing the inter-burst intervals of trains of 3-ms noise bursts, the performance kept decreasing. Note that the multiple samples can be related to changing HRTFs when the sound lasts long enough for head or pinna to move. The localization study in head-unrestrained cats by May and Huang (1996) examined localization accuracy for paired sound with long inter-stimulus intervals (3 to 5 s) coming from the same location. They showed that head movements towards the sound source during the interval greatly increased the localization accuracy of the second sound. Figure 10 superimposes the elevational gain for the random-phase stimulus (magenta), the click train (green), and the single click (red). The fact that the maximum gain obtained with a click train (green) was higher than the maximum gain with a single click (red) confirms the hypothesis that multiple looks of the spectral information can improve the elevational localization. Note that this is also the case for azimuthal localization, as is shown by comparing Figures 2A and 5A (blue) . Yet despite the multiple looks provided by the click train, its elevational performance was never as good as the performance with the random-phase stimulus (purple), especially at high sound levels. This supports Hofman and van Opstal's hypothesis that the elevational system is unable to integrate spectral information over a long interval (here the inter-click intervals were 110 ms).
In summary, focusing on a specific phenomenon, the negative level effect, the present study demonstrates that the temporal features of a sound can greatly affect the localization of targets in elevation, which is presumably dominated by spectral cues. The localization performance with speech sound increases monotonically with sound level, which is more likely affected by the amount of energy contained in the relevant frequency range in the speech, rather than the spectral flatness.
